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                              Médicis

                              Specialist in garden furniture
since 1992
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                          COLLECTIONS

                          Explore the elegance of garden furniture through our various collections.
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                          CONTRACT & PROJECT

                          MEDICIS CONTRACT & PROJET is at your disposal to study your outdoor layout needs.
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                          We understand that every project is unique. For all enquiries or quotes Contact Us

                          We're here to work with you on your outdoor landscaping needs. We have a dedicated service for professionals.

                          
                          Learn more
                      

                  

              

              
              
          
          
              
                  
                      
                          ABOUT US

                          At Médicis, the family culture is firmly rooted at the heart of our corporate identity.

                      

                  

              


              
                  
                      
                      
                          A family-owned company manufacturing and designing outdoor furniture.

                          Since 1992, we have been manufacturing 100% natural grade A raw teak products, without any chemicals or treatments, while ensuring the origin and ethical value that underlie the production of these furniture pieces.

                          Learn more
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                    14 rue de la Garenne

BP 20785 Zi du Vert Galant

St Ouen l'Aumône

95004 CERGY-PONTOISE CEDEX

FRANCE

                  

                  
                  
                      Tel : +33(0)139090990
Fax : +33(0)139090991
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